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 1 

An Emergency Supplies Scheduling for Chemical Industry Park: Based on Super-Network 2 

Theory 3 

Abstract 4 

In a concentrated area of Chemical Industry Parks (CIPs), emergency relief efficiency is 5 

not only affected by the rescue capability of themselves, but also their relationships with other 6 

CIPs. Academic literature suggests the use of multiple networks such as transport network and 7 

information network, in the emergency process after unexpected events, but rarely integrates 8 

them ideally in practice. This paper utilizes the super network theory to propose a regional 9 

emergency scheduling model to bridge the logistic and relation among CIPs. The proposed 10 

super-network model is composed of resources flow network and relationship network that 11 

fill a gap of only considering emergency logistic supply chain. Therefore, the main problem is 12 

to how coordinate all the disaster relief actors including primary relief centers (PRC) local 13 

relief centers (LRC) and CIPs. The proposed model provides an optional answer regarding the 14 

optimal configuration (one-stage or two-stage), the optimal type, number and transportation 15 

direction of resources. We turn the optimization problem into a variational inequality problem 16 

and develop a modified projection algorithm to solve the problem and compare the 17 

performance under several disaster scenarios. The practicability of the model is proved by the 18 

result of the numerical example given.  19 

Keywords：super network; chemical industry parks; relief scheduling; regional collaboration 20 
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1.Introduction 21 

The emergence of chemical industry parks (CIPs) is the embodiment of development of 22 

industrialization processes, with the centralized layout of CIPs, the possibility of major 23 

contingency increases. There are numerous concealed threats in CIPs because of the wide 24 

varieties of hazards and pollution sources that are intensively distributed in such areas. Once 25 

an accident occurs, it is easy to produce domino effect and secondary disasters if it is not 26 

disposed timely. For example, one factory’s fire at Tianjin Port in China on August 12, 2015 27 

triggered two shocked explosions that not only caused serious casualties and economic losses 28 

but also resulted in an extremely negative social impact. Natural hazards, such as earthquakes, 29 

floods, and geomagnetic storms, are also major latencies in CIPs. All hidden dangers are 30 

considered low probability but high-consequence events with significant social impact 31 

(Francesca & Matjaž, 2020; Reniers et al., 2005), and thus, providing quick response and 32 

improving emergency dispatching capability for the aftermath of an incident in CIPs presents 33 

considerable challenges (Rogers et al., 1990; Du et al., 2020).  34 

Since unpredictability and destructiveness of chemical accidents, emergency outbroke in 35 

CIPs destroys and sprawls within an area, and as a result, some specific resources may 36 

overwhelm capability of single factory or park due to a sudden spike in demand for relief 37 

resources. Emergency relief cooperation has been proven to be an effective road given the 38 

complexity of a relief network, which involves materials, traffic, and information, among 39 

others (Groothedde et al., 2005). The cluster of CIPs magnify the possibility of risk but in turn, 40 

it also provides a geographical basis for the construction of a regional emergency linkage 41 

mechanism.  42 

Super network theory is one of the most appropriate methods used to address the 43 

multi-network problem (Nagurney et al., 2007). According to Nagurney (2007), super network 44 

is a network with higher dimension than the average network, the properties of other 45 

dimensions can be mapped onto the benchmark attribute network structure under the premise of 46 

selecting the optimal resource allocation. It is propitious to the coordination of a regional 47 

emergency and the cooperation of multiple agents to extract representative networks from 48 

complex rescue networks. From the operational perspective, we need to determine which of 49 

the available agents should be considered in the response according to their capacity, category, 50 

proximity and relation to the emergency site(s). Considering the multidimensionality involved 51 

in the actual rescue process, therefore, two types of sub-networks, namely, the relationship 52 

network and resources flow network, are designed using the proposed super network theory. 53 

The resources flow network, which can be constructed by agents and transportation paths, is 54 

common sense in emergency logistic study. The relationship network, however, the line is just 55 

an insubstantial affiliation between two relief agents. In fact, this affiliation enhanced as 56 

geographic distance decreased, and it also strengthened as similarity of industry mode, for 57 
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example, the relationship between biological chemistry and petrochemical chemistry weakened 58 

notably than that between two petrochemical industries. In comparison with single physical 59 

network, decision to deploy reginal resources relied on the two networks is more realistic and 60 

reliable. 61 

Regardless the rich literature on emergency response problems, demand points, relief 62 

suppliers, and distribution centers usually defined in general relief scheduling problems (Sheu 63 

2007), and the locations and capabilities of resource providers are key components in 64 

managing response efforts after a disaster (Fiedrich et al., 2000; Tsai et al., 2002). However, 65 

in concentrated areas of CIPs, suppliers are not predetermined and all agents within zones 66 

deployed their own relief resources, they are potentially not only the ones that demand for 67 

relief resources but also the supplies providers or the transfer station. This study aims to 68 

determine the optimal allocation with limited emergency resources immediately, and an 69 

alternative two-stage relief system is constructed to determine small or large scheduling 70 

portfolios for different disaster scenarios.  71 

The main difference between the focus of this study and those considered for emergency 72 

logistic scheduling in previous literature is that this method involves a super network, which 73 

is combined by the relation network and resource flow network, thereby considering resource 74 

diversity and agents heterogeneity. It is helps to establish a regional coordination mechanism 75 

to make resource dispatching in line with the actual situation. The remaining parts of this 76 

study are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review on emergency 77 

scheduling models. Section 3 formulates the problem and provides details of our modeling 78 

technique, and section 4 explains the methodology developed to solve the super network 79 

problem. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental design used to test the model and discusses 80 

the computational results, and finally the conclusions and suggests possible extensions of the 81 

current work are presented in section 6.  82 

2. Literature review 83 

With the development of the chemical industry in China, enormous hazardous materials 84 

(i.e., toxic, flammable, or explosive substances) are inevitably involved in manufacturing 85 

processes; these materials can potentially lead to major environmental accidents, such as 86 

chemical leakage, fire, explosion, or toxic material proliferation, causing catastrophic effects 87 

and leading to heavy casualties and tremendous property losses (Georgiadou et al., 2010; 88 

Zhou & Liu, 2012; Fan, 2014). Research on rescue scheduling problem is abundant, and many 89 

decision models have been developed to solve various rescue scheduling problems, including 90 

the ones in the context of chemical accidents (Baser & Behnam, 2020; Duan et al., 2015; Liu 91 

et al., 2017), as well as the ones for large-scale natural hazards (Wex et al., 2014), which may 92 

trigger “domino accident” – means that one disaster leads to another (Khan et al., 2001). A 93 

new methodology based on system management and operational research was proposed by 94 
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Kourniotis et al., (2001), this method aims to improve effective chemical emergency 95 

management. Protective actions for decision-making in nuclear or chemical plants have been 96 

extensively recorded in the literature (Rogers et al., 1990; Hedemann-Jensen, 2004; Du et al., 97 

2020), but few studied concentrated areas with chemical risks, such as CIPs clusters. 98 

Meanwhile, emergency scheduling coordination for chemical contingency of CIPs is also a 99 

complicated task due to the diversity of pollution conditions (Liu et al., 2017). In practical 100 

terms, emergency resources scheduling is difficult to assess accurately with qualitative and 101 

quantitative information because of inherent and highly uncertainty and imprecision (Zhang et 102 

al., 2012). Therefore, improving existing scheduling optimization model to accommodate the 103 

special characteristic of CIPs has more practical significance in urban areas.  104 

Emergency cross-regional cooperation had been verified as superior way to response to 105 

regional large-scale emergency (Fu and Piplani 2004; Chen et al., 2016). Green and Kolesar 106 

(2004) pointed out that regional coordination is an important development direction in the 107 

future. Evidently, Groothedde et al., (2005) demonstrated that interoperable networks of cities 108 

can effectively reduce logistics costs while maintaining service levels. Kapucu et al., (2010) 109 

suggested that the investment in community capacity at the local and state level should be 110 

increased and the cooperation among local, state and federal agencies of the resources should 111 

be considered. The literature addressed various aspects of relief agent coordination are elicited 112 

attention on humanitarian relief (Hackl and Pruckner 2006; Balcik et al., 2010). Humanitarian 113 

relief environments engage many sector companies, each of which may have different 114 

interests, capacity, and logistics expertise. Typically, no single actor has sufficient resources to 115 

respond effectively to a major disaster. It is a similar context that discussed in this paper, so 116 

the multi-network is appropriately applied in the model constructing. 117 

Logistics network, as an essential conveyor of tangible materials between suppliers and 118 

receivers, is played a significant role in the emergency relief process and has been widely 119 

discussed in most literature (Chang et al., 2007; Feng et al.; 2020). In addition to the flow of 120 

resources, transportation and information, certain relationships exist among different agents in 121 

a rescue network. These relationships include natural relationships (e.g., geographical 122 

distance, grade of connecting roads) and social relationship (e.g., similarity of stored 123 

resources, cooperation and trade).  124 

Most existing studies recognize that super network theory is suitable for describing and 125 

representing different attributes (Yamada and Imai 2011; Zhao et al., 2017; Zhu and Cao 126 

2012). Nagurney et al., (2002), who first applied the concept of super networks to a supply 127 

chain. In subsequent studies (Nagurney et al., 2007), they constructed a super network model 128 

to analyze interactions and relationships between the global supply chain and international 129 

financial networks. Cruz and Liu (2011) analyzed the effects of social relationship levels on a 130 

multi-stage supply chain network, in which multiple decision makers are associated at 131 
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different tiers. Although there is little literature of super network on relief study, the super 132 

network method has been determined to be favorable in solving the problem of cross-regional 133 

emergency coordination.  134 

Another challenge is that large-scale emergency rescue dispatching problem unavoidably 135 

involves huge sets of geographical data, implying that model’s efficient solving is difficult. At 136 

present, the approaches proposed for solving large-scale scheduling problem are generally 137 

exact approaches, such as linear, nonlinear or other mathematical programming methods (Du 138 

et al., 2020; Horner and Downs 2010; Maliszewski et al., 2012; Bell et al., 2011). For solving 139 

super network model, it is variational inequality that is generally used. 140 

3. Materials and methods 141 

3.1 Problem description 142 

In keeping with standard views about the necessity of emergency cooperation, this 143 

section presents the formal modeling of the dispatching problem on cross-regional emergency 144 

of CIPs based on the conceptual description. Ultimately, this paper aims to answer the 145 

following questions.  146 

(1) How are the interaction effects of complex networks presented and how does network 147 

interaction affect scheduling decision? 148 

(2) How rescue points are selected under various cases based on the existing distribution 149 

of CIPs and other relief centers (RCs)? 150 

(3) How can the total emergency operating cost be minimized to meet the demand? 151 

The intention of the model is finding the optimal classified relief resource scheduling 152 

program that can minimize total cost amid the swarm of networks. To solve these questions 153 

and transform a complex realistic problem into the super network model, the nature of a super 154 

network should be first understood. As mentioned before, super network theory has been 155 

applied to express knowledge networks, logistics networks, and emergency management 156 

(Nagurney & Dong, 2002; Zhao et al., 2017; Zhu & Cao, 2012). Compared with other research 157 

tools, the advantage of applying super network theory to solve the problem of cross-regional 158 

emergency resource scheduling is that the properties of other dimensions can be mapped onto 159 

the benchmark attribute network structure under the premise of selecting the optimal resource 160 

allocation to achieve the goal of overall optimization. 161 

Logistics network, the fundamental and widely studied one because of its physical 162 

attribute, become the first sub-network inevitably to build a super network. This way, the 163 

basic nodes, lines and spatial structure are constructed. The question that comes with is what 164 

affects the resources dispatching between two nodes of logistics network. Notably, there are 165 

still many factors include but not limited spatial accessibility of from origin to destination, 166 

demand for resources of each crisis locations, available supplies of retrieval depots and so on. 167 

So a “relationship network” is proposed and alliance with logistics network to develop a super 168 
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network nested structure. The relationship network means a network composed of nodes and 169 

their relations that specifically embodied as spatial distance and similarity of reserved 170 

resources in this model. 171 

The two networks draw from complex reality and form a super network structure, as 172 

shown in Fig. 1, where the solid line in the resource flow network shows the amount of delivery 173 

resources between two emergency agents and the solid line in the relationship network shows 174 

the degree of social relationship between two emergency agents. The points linked by one 175 

dotted line indicates that they are the same one but means different in the two networks. 176 

<Insert Fig.1 here> 177 

Without losing generality, primary relief centers (PRCs), local relief centers (LRCs), and 178 

CIPs coexist in a large region, and each agent preserves relief resources stocks and finds a 179 

balance between reducing cost and addressing potential damages. All agents will cooperate to 180 

deal with an emergency situation in the spirit of humanitarianism. Every CIP may suffer an 181 

unexpected disaster. Once a contingency outbreak at a CIP, it becomes the demand point in 182 

the network, whereas other emergency agents become rescue points or transfer points, 183 

depending on their relationship to the demand point. As shown in Fig. 2, the emergency relief 184 

network of a certain region consists of rescue points, transfer points, and demand points. 185 

The current work solves the dispatching and cooperation problem when a major accident 186 

occurred at some CIPs in reginal. Similar to the sequence of events for standard emergency 187 

medical system calls discussed by Fitzsimmons (1973), Fig. 2 depicts the process of a 188 

two-stage supply chain network for CIPs. The first stage is related to the processing of LRCs, 189 

unaffected CIPs play the part of rescue points and provide relief resources to demand points, 190 

and the second stage adds two routines, the establishment of PRCs and other unaffected CIPs 191 

as rescue points directly to demand points or indirectly deliver resources to transfer points. 192 

For small-scale disasters, the first stage of relief system starts with directly transportation to 193 

affected CIPs, the suppliers are selected from LRCs and unaffected CIPs. If a calamity is 194 

particularly serious, the rescue cover of first stage may be insufficient to satisfy the demands 195 

and to support all emergency logistics operation. At this point, the second stage relief system 196 

is implemented, more PRCs, LRCs, and unaffected CIPs are involved in the emergency relief 197 

network considering the relationship loosely.  198 

Taking into account the diversity of materials, each demand point k requires two types of 199 

resources in this context: professional relief supplies (e.g., firefighting equipment and 200 

life-saving/defending equipment) and daily necessities (e.g., drinking water, food). There is a 201 

little difference of this situation from the other emergency relief scheduling problem, all 202 

points in the region have resources stocks including CIPs themselves, such that they may 203 

become rescue points. Particularly, the reserved resources of a park can meet a part of needs 204 

under emergency situation. their resources will encounter a certain degree of damage due to 205 
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the destructions caused by disaster (Jia et al., 2007; Paul and Batta 2008). This situation can 206 

be expressed by introducing a resource retention factor  .  207 

 208 

<Insert Fig.2 here> 209 

3.2 Assumptions 210 

The basic assumptions of this work are as follows. 211 

(1) Each affected CIP receives its relief resources from other agents. 212 

(2) The total quantity of resources reserved in emergency agents within a region can be 213 

sufficient for any large-scale disaster. 214 

(3) LRCs can be selected as rescue or transfer points within a region, but PRCs and 215 

unaffected CIPs can only be candidate sets for rescue points. 216 

(4) Relief supplies are predictable once a CIP suffers from an accident. 217 

(5) The locations of PRCs, LRCs, and CIPs are fixed, and the reserved resources are known. 218 

(6) A super network is a perfect network where every node pair is accessible but road 219 

capacity is limited.  220 

(7) The objective is nonlinear, but the association with resource flow and the relationship 221 

among emergency agents are quadratic. 222 

3.3 Model formulation 223 

In a given large region, all emergency agents N  include PRCs (denoted as P ), LRCs 224 

(denoted as L ), and CIPs (denoted as U ). If an unexpected event occurs and some CIPs 225 

K  are affected, then Kkk ,  for each CIP. If the first stage is triggered, i.e., 11 , then 226 

supplies may be received from emergency subjects in the first stage J ; for ,KCa U  if 227 

1akr , then Ja . Moreover, if Ll  , then Jl   for every LRC. We can set another 228 

relaxed threshold 2 ( 12   ) to allow more points to provide supplies that can fit different 229 

scenarios; that is, for ,KCa U  if 2akr , then Ja . Furthermore, if demand 230 

exceeds the capacity of the selected rescue depot; that is, if the second stage is triggered, i.e., 231 

12  , then each demand point may receive resources from subjects in the second stage I . 232 

For )( JKCb U  , if 3bkr  or 4bjr  for any 234,,   JjKk , then 233 

Ib . To be rigorous, for 41,   abab rr . PRCs will participate in the relief work in any 234 

large-scale disaster considering humanitarian reasons. Let IP  . Then, all emergency 235 

subjects may be selected, and the process is shown in Fig. 3.  236 
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<Insert Fig.3 here> 237 

At this point, the problem is to allocate diverse relief supplies to demand depots from 238 

other agents except the affected CIPs along different routes in support of emergency 239 

operations to minimize total delay. We summarize the sets, indices, and parameters used in 240 

our problem as follows. 241 

Model sets/indices/parameters 242 

N  All emergency subjects within in region 243 

U  All CIPs within in region 244 

P  All primary relief centers within region 
245 

L  All local relief centers within region 
246 

I  PJKCI U  )( , the set of rescue points involved in second stage 
247 

J  LKCJ U  , the set of rescue points involved in first stage 
248 

K  The set of demand points 
249 

H  The set of resources types 
250 

i  The second-stage rescue point which delivers supplies to demand points  indirectly 
251 

(PRC and unaffected CIPs) 
252 

j  The first-stage rescue point which delivers supplies to demand points  directly (LRC 253 

and unaffected CIPs) 254 

k  Demand point (affected CIPs) 
255 

h  Types of resources  
256 

abr  The degree of relationship between a  and b  
257 

abhq Transport of resources of type h  between a  and b  
258 

abg  The general transportation costs between a  and b  
259 

abu  The maximum capacity of the road from a  to b  
260 

ahA  Resources of type h  reserved in the a  
261 

khd  Resources demand of type h  in the k 
262 

  The retention coefficient of the resources in the disaster scenario 
263 

abd  The actual distance between point a  and b  
264 

abs  The similarity of reserve resources between point a  and b  265 
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  The weight value of the distance 
266 

Besides, we define two sets of binary variables as a trigger to select the relief system as 267 

follows: 268 

 269 

 270 

If the affected points cannot afford the relief demand on their own, i.e., 0 khkh Ad  , 271 

then the emergency plan starts first stage of relief system for a small-scale emergency 272 

scheduling mode ( 11 ). Other points can function as relief points if the relationship link to a 273 

demand point is over a threshold 1  or 2 . When first stage of relief system is unable to 274 

cope with an emergency, then second stage will be implemented for a large-scale mode 275 

( 12  ). The objective is to minimize total cost. ‘Total cost’ is simply a generalized 276 

expression that involves the aforementioned two sub-networks, which is denoted as follows:

 

277 

),(min jkjkh

j k

jkh

h

rqg  (1)   

278 

This is subject to the following sets of constraints: 279 

for all KkJjHh  ,,  (2) 280 

,for all KkJjHh  ,,  (3) 281 

for all KkJjHh  ,,  (4) 282 

KkJjAAq khjhjkh  ,000 ，，，
 (5) 283 

In this model, the objective function (1) minimizes the total cost of the first stage across 284 

rescue points j  to demand points k  in a network. The objective is to associate the 285 

quadratic function with resource flow and social relationship. This choice of objective 286 

function is justified by the characteristics of a super network.  287 

The constraint set (2) controls the extent of resource transportation limited by road 288 

capacity. The constraint set (3) ensures that the total amount of resources delivered to demand 289 

point k  should meet the requirements. The constraint set (4) implements the conservation of 290 

the types of relief materials. The constraint set (5) imposes non-negativity. 291 



 


else

Adif khkh

,0

0,1
1








 




else

Aqif jh

k

jkh

,0

0,1
2

，jk
h

jkh uq 

）（ khkh

j

jkh Adq   1

，jk
h

jkh qq 
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However, when the emergency is serious and the proposed model cannot find a solution, 292 

the small-scale emergency scheduling mode will be transformed to a large-scale mode. That is, 293 

more points will join the scheduling network and provide relief resources directly to demand 294 

points or by transit through transfer points. The objective is to minimize the total cost and to 295 

include the sum of the costs of the three parts, which is denoted as follows: 296 

 
i k

ikikhikh

h

jkjkh

j k

jkh

hi j

ijijhijh

h

rqgrqgrqg ),(),(),(min

 

297 

 

(6)

 

298 

This is subject to the following sets of constraints: 299 

 ,
ik

h

ikh uq  , for all KkJjIiHh  ,,,    (7) 300 

ikh

kj

ijhih qqA   , for all KkJjIiHh  ,,,
   

(8) 301 

)(2 jh

k

jkh

i

ijh Aqq    , for all KkJjIiHh  ,,,
      

(9)

 

302 

)(1 khkh

j

jkh

i

ikh Adqq   , for all KkJjIiHh  ,,,
       

(10)

 

303 

,
ik

h

ikh qq  , for all KkJjIiHh  ,,,
      

304 

(11) 305 

KkJjAAAqqq khjhihjkhijhikh  ,000000 ，，，，，，      (12)

 306 

The objective function (6) is added directly and indirectly to the scheduling process: the 307 

cost of transporting resources from i  to j  and to demand point k . The structure of the 308 

objective function is quadratic. The constraint set (7) controls resource transportation quantity, 309 

which is limited by road capacity. The constraint set (8) controls resource delivery to j  and 310 

k , which is limited by the resources stored at i . The constraint set (9) indicates that the 311 

source of relief supplies delivered by j  should exceed its thresholds, including its own 312 

reserves jA  and that transported by i . The constraint set (10) ensures that the total amount of 313 

resources delivered to demand point k  should satisfy its demand. Similarly, the constraint set 314 

(11) implements the conservation of the types of relief supplies, and the constraint set (12) 315 

imposes non-negativity. 316 

The uncertainty of demand is expressed as a triangular fuzzy function shown in set (13). 317 

 

4

2
321

khkhkh
kh

ddd
d


   (13)

 318 

As mentioned earlier, the emergency resource scheduling of CIPs for large emergencies 319 

exhibits an evident interrelationship among the emergency subjects in the entire scheduling 320 

，jk
h

jkh uq  ij

h

ijh uq 

，jk
h

jkh qq  ij

h

ijh qq 
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network, which is denoted as abr  in this model. In general, the distance between emergency 321 

subjects is inversely proportional to the amount of resource scheduling, whereas the similarity 322 

of reserved resources among subjects is positively related to scheduling quantity. Assume that 323 

the weight of the distance is w  in the ‘relationship’. Thus, the relationships among points 324 

are shown in Formula (14).  325 

 
  (14)

 326 

4. Solution approach 327 

 4.1. Variational inequality problem 328 

The model constructed above is a convex optimization problem with objective function 329 

continuity, and the convex optimization problem has the equivalent conversion relation to the 330 

variational inequality problem (VIP). VIP is regarded as an important tool for studying 331 

super-networks (Nagurney and Dong, 2002; Raciti, 2004), so the above-mentioned convex 332 

optimization model is transformed into equivalent VIP to solve. 333 

Assuming that there is a point to meet: 334 

)(min Xf  335 

Then it holds that  is a solution of VI 336 

KXXXXFKX  ,0,)(
**：  337 

where )( *XF denotes the gradient of )(F  
to the respective components of , i.e., 338 

)
)(

,,
)(

()(
*

1

*
*

N

T

X

XF

X

XF
XF








  339 

Convert the established small-scale model, we obtain 340 

][]
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   341 

+ ][][ *
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+ ][][ *
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   344 

where， },,0),,{( kjqqK jkhkjkjkh  
 

345 

and satisfy }0;0;0),,{( 31  kjkjkhkjkjkh uquqK 
 

346 
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Convert the established large-scale model, we obtain 347 

][]
),(

[
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rqg
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ikhik qu     + ][]-[ *
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k
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j
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354 

 
355 

where， },,,0,,),,,,,,,,{( kjiqqqqqqK ikhjkhijhijkikjkijikhjkhijh    356 

and satisfy  357 

}0,,;0,,;0,,),,,,,,,,{( 321  ijkikjkijikhjkhijhijkikjkijikhjkhijh uuqqquqqqK 358 

, where  are constants, so  in the  is a convex function, 359 

monotonic and continuous can be guided. It can also prove that the second derivative is 360 

bounded, according to the differential mean theorem, that there is a Lipschitz constant361 

,make it: 362 

 363 

When the VIP is monotonic and Lipschitz continuous, then the solution of VIP exists and is 364 

unique. 365 

4.2. Modified projection algorithm 366 

The modified projection algorithm is a new algorithm based on the projection algorithm, 367 

which is more rapid to find the solution and more closely compared with the projection 368 

algorithm logic. Algorithm is described as follows: 369 

))((
11- 


TT

K

T
XFXPX   370 

0

},,{ 321 uuu )(XF ),( KFVIP
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where ))(( 11-1 
 TT

K

T

XFXPX  , ]/1,0( L , L is a Lipschitz constant. The specific 371 

iteration steps are as follows: 372 

STEP 1: Initialize. Assume that  373 

,,,,,,,,, 000000000

0 KqqqX jjkikjkijikhjkhijh  ）（  L/10  . 374 

STEP 2: Iteration. Suppose that KqqqX
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STEP 4: Validation of convergence. For ,if 381 
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5. Result 384 

A specific site in the Pearl River Delta region in China is selected as the study area. This 385 

region, located in the central and southern parts of Guangdong Province, adjacent to Hong 386 

Kong and Macao, is known as China’s ‘South Gate’. The Pearl River Delta region includes 387 

Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and nine other cities, as shown in Fig. 4a. A statement from the 388 

‘Coordinated Development Plan for Urban Agglomeration in the Pearl River Delta 389 

(2004–2020)’ indicates that the region has a total population of 42.3 million and covers a total 390 

land area of 41698 km2. Various types of highly developed CIPs are concentrated in the Pearl 391 

River Delta due to its geographic particularity. We selected 10 points, namely, 1 PRC, 2 LRCs, 392 

and 7 CIPs, as shown in Fig. 4b. To facilitate the subsequent expression, we assign a number 393 

to each depot as shown in Table 1. The pentagram represents the PRC, which is located in 394 

Guangzhou; the diamond represents the LRCs in Foshan and Guangzhou; and the other 7 395 

triangles represent the CIPs. The cost function in this section is set in the following form: 396 

212
2

1
2 )6()10(),( ijijijijijijijijijh qqrqrqrrqg  . 397 

The required simulation data are standardized to facilitate calculation. The relationship and 398 

road capacity among the points are shown in Tables 2a and 2b, respectively. 399 

<Insert Fig.4 here> 400 

0
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<Insert Table 1 here> 401 

<Insert Table 2 here> 402 

In the model proposed in this work, different scales of disasters will require different rescue 403 

points; that is, implementing first stage or second stage relief system will depend on the disaster 404 

scenarios. Thus, in the simulation experiment presented in this section, two cases are presented 405 

for testing. Case 1 is small-scale emergency, in which resource demand is lower than that in 406 

Case 2, which is a large-scale disaster. Unlike in a general emergency scheduling situation, all 407 

points have reserves involved in the network under the context of a CIP emergency. The relief 408 

resources are assumed to be divided into two categories: daily necessities and professional 409 

supplies. Table 3 presents the two types of resources saved in each point. The data shown in 410 

Table 4 include the demand for resources of the two cases in affected CIPs (assuming that 411 

points 5, 6, and 7 suffered from an emergency).  412 

<Insert Table 3 here> 413 

<Insert Table 4 here> 414 

We apply the variational inequality of the modified projection algorithm proposed in 415 

Section 4 and use MATLAB to solve the scheduling problem. In Case 1, the affected CIPs 416 

(demand points) and closely related points can satisfy the demand and the flow of shipped 417 

resources are relatively small; hence, only a few rescue points participate in the relief network. 418 

The calculation result is presented in Table 5. In Case 2, however, a large-scale emergency 419 

occurs and considerable demands have to be met. The situation becomes more complicated 420 

due to the coordination and interaction among emergency subjects. The first-echelon and 421 

second-echelon scheduling results are presented in Table 6a and Table 6b, respectively.  422 

<Insert Table 5 here> 423 

<Insert Table 6 here> 424 

The difference in disaster scale causes a significant variation between selected suppliers 425 

and flow of rescue resources. In Case 1, the resources required by demand points are minimal, 426 

and thus, some subjects do not participate in the network. In Case 2, however, the PRC, LRCs, 427 

and all unaffected CIPs within a region become members of the relief network to contribute to 428 

emergency scheduling work (see Table 6a and Table 6b). 429 

We consider the relationship among emergency subjects in the proposed super network. 430 

Thus, making a thorough inquiry ‘relationship’ work to affect the scheduling process will be 431 

interesting. To this end, we observe changes in resource flow and total cost by changing the 432 

relationship of a specific path under a disaster scenario. Fig. 5–7 present each path in the 433 

super network and depict the trends of flow and total cost with an increase in path relationship. 434 

For Depot 1 (CIP located in Zhaoqing), when its relationship with an affected depot increases, 435 

the flow of delivered resources also increases, whereas total cost decreases. For Depot 436 

8(Foshan), when the relationship of Path 8-7 (Foshan to Jiangmen) increases, the total cost 437 
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decreases significantly faster than those of Paths 8-5 and 8-6. For Depot 9 (Guangzhou), when 438 

the relationships among Paths 9-5, 9-6, and 9-7 are strengthened, the total cost surprisingly 439 

increases and the transferred resources also increases.  440 

<Insert Fig. 5-7 here> 441 

From the simulation results, we can determine the key paths in the network that 442 

contribute to improve rescue effectiveness for practical applications. The development of the 443 

relationship between Depot 9 (LRC located in Guangzhou) and other CIPs will increase cost, 444 

thereby implying that Depot 9 is unsuitable for delivering supplies to demand points, at least 445 

for Depots 5, 6, and 7. By contrast, for Shenzhen (Depot 4), strengthening its relationship 446 

with Depot 7 (Jiangmen) will significantly decrease cost. These results may enlighten 447 

managers to adjust their strategies and optimize external relationships with others to achieve 448 

the global optimum. 449 

Moreover, we discuss four location cases (all RCs in the network; no PRC in the network; 450 

no LRC; and no PRC, no LRC, and no RC), as shown in Fig. 8. The total cost decreases with 451 

an increase in retained resources. Evidently, the case without an RC participating in a super 452 

network has a considerably higher cost than the other cases. 453 

<Insert Fig. 8 here> 454 

6. Discussion 455 

The main contribution of this work is to propose a new mathematical programming 456 

approach for the selection of a supply portfolio in a relief supply chain by considering 457 

heterogeneity and relationships among CIPs. The well-established resources allocation and 458 

scheduling models in post-disaster relief management need to be revised for concentrated 459 

CIPs areas. In this work, we build a super network model for supporting emergency logistics 460 

operations in response to large regional natural hazards or chemical accidents. The proposed 461 

method primarily involves two-stage model and adapts flexibly to different disaster scenarios. 462 

A relief system associated with rescue points is automatically selected by identifying the degree 463 

of disaster and the amounts of resources required.  464 

A lack of coordination among relief agents has been shown to increase inventory costs, 465 

extend delivery times, and impair customer service (Simatupang et al., 2002). The proposed 466 

super-network model of emergency dispatching for CIPs helps the identification of key nodes 467 

and edges in an emergency network, which provide a scientific basis for cooperation among 468 

CIPs to make emergency scheduling better in responding to cross-regional disasters. In specific 469 

applications, by simulating all kinds of disaster events, CIPs can make an optimal emergency 470 

logistics planning (optimal types and quantities of resources and optimal distribution route) 471 

that improve the relief efficacy.   472 

For emergency relief management, indeed, relief agents often fail to make the effort, or 473 

simply find it too difficult to collaborate (Fenton, 2003), but for CIPs, they are all potential 474 
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affected areas, a matter of course, they have incentive and willing to collaborate with each 475 

other, and may only pay a relatively small cost. The criticality of coordination of resource and 476 

information flows within and across chain members has been widely addressed in the 477 

commercial supply chain (Lee, 2000), but this mechanism is not feasible for emergency 478 

logistics (Balcik et al., 2010). Established flow-relationship super network in this paper can be 479 

a creative method benefits from commercial practices because of considering stakeholders’ 480 

relationship, which allow CIPs reserve different and partial resources but get sufficient relief 481 

supplies when suffered a disaster. Joint configuration of resources can not only increase 482 

utilization of rescue equipment but also reduce costs. Therefore, the proposed method is 483 

expected not only to aid the design of a suitable emergency scheduling supply network but also 484 

to provide recommendations on resource allocation and the establishment of relationships 485 

within a network. 486 

Considerable potential exists to improve the performance of the proposed method. First, 487 

the settings of the objective function are worthy of further research. Relief goal should consider 488 

other performance indexes, such as transportation time, which is important in emergency 489 

scheduling because of the urgency of rescue in CIPs. Second, the quantification of the social 490 

relationship is also worth exploring. On the one hand, if the rescue points are selected through 491 

the shortest path, which may make the resource traffic beyond the capacity limit caused by 492 

congestion, then the actual geographic distance increases. On the other hand, a high similarity 493 

of reserved resources is not a good relationship for some required special supplies. Future 494 

research can discuss different relationship among CIPs with various types of resources. Finally, 495 

another potential area for future research deals with the issue of scalability. We are aware of the 496 

limitations of our approach in terms of applying the super network model and its solution 497 

procedure to actual-sized case studies, basically because the solution for variational inequality 498 

will be more complex as it grows exponentially in size with respect to the number of agents 499 

involved in the system. The answers to such questions will contribute importantly to emergency 500 

scheduling management in the future. 501 
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Table 1 The number of emergencies entitles in the Fig.3 

number city number city 

1 Zhaoqing (fine) 6 Zhongshan (integrate/fine) 

2 Huizhou (petroleum) 7 Jiangmen (fine) 

3 Dongguan (fine/petroleum) 8 Foshan (integrate) 

4 Shenzhen (fine) 9 
Guangzhou（integrate) 

5 Zhuhai (petroleum/fine) 10 Guangzhou (petroleum/fine) 
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Table 2a The social relationships between the emergency relief entities 

abr
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 -- 10 7 7.6 7.4 6.4 4.7 6.5 5.3 6.7 

2  -- 5.2 6.6 7.5 9.3 9.8 8.5 6.3 7.7 

3   -- 4.7 5.2 4.5 5.8 6.8 3.9 6 

4    -- 6.7 5.8 5.8 7.8 5.5 7.7 

5     -- 3.4 5 7.3 5.3 7.4 

6      -- 3.9 4.8 5 6.4 

7       -- 5.8 5 6.4 

8        -- 4.9 5 

9         -- 4.3 

10          -- 

Table 2b The road limits between the emergency relief entities 

abu  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 -- 22 26 73 60 20 50 71 62 78 

2  -- 28 46 62 53 66 20 60 82 

3   -- 38 77 42 67 40 55 96 

4    -- 36 33 89 26 64 73 

5     -- 25 65 103 73 35 

6      -- 36 40 29 74 

7       -- 52 48 41 

8        -- 83 56 

9         -- 34 

10          -- 
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Table 3 The given data of the number of saved resources and the demand 

Resources saved 

in the points 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Type 1 80 50 20 100 40 58 30 35 20 100 

Type 2 45 50 20 50 20 0 30 20 30 60 
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Table 4 The number of resources demand of the two cases 

 

Case 

Demand 

retention 

factor 

5 6 7 

Type 1 Type2 Type 1 Type2 Type 1 Type2 

Case 1 8.0  
74 36 72 9 48 49 

Case 2 5.0  
105 100 80 35 130 30 
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Table 5 Case1: the results of resource allocation in small-scale emergency 

type 5,4q  6,4q  7,4q  5,8q  6,8q  7,8q  5,9q  6,9q  7,9q  

1h  5 5 5 3 3 3 9 6 5 

2h  13 10 11 6 5 4 7 6 5 

sum 18 15 16 9 8 8 16 12 10 
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Table 6a Case 2: the first-stage results of resource allocation in large-scale emergency 

Table 6b Case 2: the second-stage results of resource allocation in large-scale emergency  

Case type 
8,2q  9,2q  8,3q  9,3q  8,10q  9,10q

 

0  

1h  11 2 3 3 16 20 

2h  7 3 7 3 
7 3 

Sum 18 5 10 6 23 23 

5.0  

1h  6 6 5 7 7 10 

2h  5 3 3 4 6 5 

Sum 11 9 8 11 13 15 

 

case type 5,1q 6,1q
 7,1q

 5,4q
 6,4q  7,4q

 5,8q  6,8q
 7,8q

 5,9q
 6,9q

 7,9q
 5,10q

 6,10q  7,10q
 

 

0

 

 

1h
 

38 11 16 16 21 54 22 18 25 15 13 17 15 17 17 

2h
 

21 7 14 20 7 14 20 7 14 19 7 14 19 7 14 

Sum 59 18 30 36 28 68 42 25 39 34 20 31 34 24 31 

 

5.0

 

 

1h
 

18 11 24 14 9 20 23 8 19 15 12 33 14 11 19 

2h
 

19 7 8 13 6 23 30 5 5 14 9 15 13 7 5 

Sum 37 18 32 27 15 43 53 13 24 29 21 48 27 18 24 
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Fig.1 The concept illustration of super network involving resource flow and relationship network 
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Fig.2 The conceptual model of the two-stage emergency supplying network 
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Fig.3 The decision model the relief process of this model 
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Fig.4a The map illustration of Pearl River Delta region. 

 

Fig.4b The distribution of emergency entities in Pearl River Delta region   
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(a)                                     (b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig.5 The flow and total cost change with social relationship between depot 1 (Zhaoqing) and demand 

points 
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(a)                                             (b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig.6 The flow and total cost change with social relationship between LRC 8 (Foshan) and demand 

points 
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(a)                                   (b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig.7 The flow and total cost change with social relationship between LRC 9 (Guangzhou) and demand 

points 
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Fig.8 The total cost decreases with the resources retention coefficient increases. 
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